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ABSTRACT
In this thesis I identify and clarify the archaeological signature of rain-control sites in the Shashe-Limpopo Confluence Area (SLCA). I use a landscape-based approach to investigate rain-control in the ideology of SLCA farming communities. I investigate the archaeology of ritual by viewing rain-control as materialised ideology. Using this insight, I examine the material culture and spatial manifestation of rain-control, the transition from ritual to residential sites, and how these transitions articulated with the ritualised landscape.

Specifically, I explore the local manifestation of rain-control and its relationship with the ideologies of farming communities in the period leading up to SLCA state formation, between AD 1000 and AD 1250. I also scrutinize the relationship of the Leopard’s Kopje elite with hunter-gatherers and other farming people on the same landscape, as this relationship was partly grounded in ritual and rain-control.

Furthermore, this thesis explores the ideological roots of the Mapungubwe state. The ideology manifest in the location of the Mapungubwe royal residential area germinated during the K2 occupation. In this period rain-control was slowly removed from nature and located in farmer society. The final step in this course was nationalising rain-control and locating it on Mapungubwe hill. Initially, however, rain-controllers resisted this centralisation.
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Met dof-sware plof, soos koeels in die stof,
kom die eerste dripples neer,
tot dit ruis alom soos deur die gebrom
en gekraak van die donderweer.
Met kloue vooruit om te gryp en te buit
jaag 'n haelwolk langs verby,
soos 'n perde-kommande wat dreun oor die lande
vertrap en gesel hy-
en sy lyke-kleed sien ek ver en breed
in die awendson gesprei.

With muted-heavy thuds, like bullets in the dust,
the first drops fall,
until it murmurs all around like the drone
and crackle of thunder.
With outstretched claws to grab and loot
a hail-cloud rushes by,
akin to a horse-commando that thunders over the fields
he tramples and scourges
and I see his death-shroud far and wide
spread in the evening sun.

(Celliers 1974:2)
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Figure IX40  EH hill: Reconstructed transitional beaker with incised decoration, from V/O DA and VI/O DA.  

Figure IX41  EH hill: Mapungubwe shards. Clockwise from top left, III/P Ash1, II/N 1b and III/O DA.  

Figure IX42  EH hill: Zhizo/ Leokwe shards. Clockwise from top row, II/L GF2, I/M Ash2 and II/M GF2.  

Figure IX43  EH hill: Photograph of Strychnos sp. seeds and fruit shell in Dark Ash.  

Figure IX44  EH hill: Photograph of cupules (white arrows) around rock tank on highest section of hill.  

Figure IX45  EH hill: Photograph of cupule cluster at wet western end.  

Figure IX46  EH hill: Photograph of ‘portable cupule’ found in association with GF3 in the DA level.
Figure IX47 EH hill: Photograph of OES beads. From left, III/O DA (x5), III/O Ash2 (x3), V/L Ash1 (x1) and V/L 1a (x4).

Figure IX48 EH hill: Photograph of the cowrie shell fragments as well as examples of river mussel shell fragments. Clockwise from top left, IV/O 3b AP, I/M 5b RA, V/M 5a DP, IV/O 2b Ash2 and IV/N 5a DP.

Figure IX49 EH hill: Photograph of the *Achatina* sp. shell, river pebble and worked stone cache found on GF4.

Figure IX50 EH hill: Photograph of metal remains. Clockwise from top left the items are: slag from V/N RDA, flat metal fragment from V/N Ash1, large iron helix fragment from V/L 1 post GF1, medium iron helix fragments from I/N DA and V/L 1a, metal helix fragments from V/L 1a, metal wire from II/K 1b, iron fragments from V/N DP, slag from V/L GF1 and slag from II/M 2a. In the centre is a possible bracelet fragment from VI/O DA.

Figure IX51 EH hill: Photograph of, from left, a feldspar crystal from I/L Red and mica fragments from I/O1b, IV/P 1a and IV/O DP.

Figure IX52 EH hill: Photograph of quartz ball found on surface of saddle.
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Figure X1 Rhodes Drift: Aerial photograph of rain-control hill and surrounds.

Figure X2 Rhodes Drift: Aerial photograph rain-control hill overlain with a plan of hilltop and excavations.

Figure X3 Rhodes Drift: Photograph of one of the grain bin bases.

Figure X4 Rhodes Drift: Photograph of dung concentration.

Chapter XI

Figure XI1 Sigma 1 ranges of radio-carbon dates from sites with Leopard’s Kopje material (Meyer 1998).

Figure XI2 Copy of a drawing by Stow of a rain-animal which the Bushman informant said was “The rain with white Quartz which has hail” (Stow and Bleek 1930:plate 42).

Figure XI3 Photograph of game board, cupules and snake-like engraving outside Little Muck Shelter.

Figure XI4 Grain bin remains from Tshisiku shelter. Note the row of cupules on the rock above the grain bin.

Chapter XII

Figure XII1 Summary of features and material culture found on SLCA rain-control sites.

Figure XII2 Photograph of cupules on Mapungubwe hill. Jaco van der Walt acts as scale.

Figure XII3 Photograph of cupules at base of shallow rock tank on Mapungubwe hill.
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